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Abstract
The magnetism and magnetotransport properties of doped perovskite
LaMn1−x Znx O3 (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40) have been studied. All
samples exhibit insulating behaviour under zero field and a 6 T field (except
for x = 0.05, the weak insulating–metallic transition occurs near TC under
zero field), but there is a paramagnetic–ferromagnetic (PM–FM) transition and
a large MR effect near TC . The ρ–T curves are fitted well by a semiconductorlike model. We suggest that the MnO6 octahedron is contorted by zinc doping
and that this contortion will influence the Jahn–Teller (JT) distortion of Mn3+ .
The eg carrier has to overcome the energy gap caused by the difference between
the JT distortions induced by Mn3+ in the non-contorted MnO6 octahedrons and
the contorted ones. Infrared spectra and Raman spectra confirmed our ideas.
In addition, the magnetism was investigated by ESR and M–T measurements.
The Zn doping suppresses the PM–FM transition and TC decreases with the
increase of dopant. For x = 0.30 and 0.40, there exists cluster–glass behaviour
in the low-temperature range.

1. Introduction
Due to their significance for both fundamental research and practical application, the
magnetoresistance materials of mixed-valence manganites with perovskite structure have been
studied for a long time. As we know, LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic (AFM) insulator
with ABO3 structure. In this system the manganese ions are all trivalent and Mn3+ –O–Mn3+
is dominated by the superexchange (SE) interaction. When doped with a certain number
of divalent ions in the A sites, R1−x Ax MnO3 (R = rare earth, A = Ca, Sr, Ba [1, 2]), a
proportional number of Mn3+ ions are converted into Mn4+ to balance the valence of the
system. For the broad doping range 0.2  x  0.5, there is an insulating–metallic (IM)
transition associated with the paramagnetic–ferromagnetic (PM–FM) transition. The double
exchange (DE) interaction between Mn3+ and Mn4+ introduced by Zener [3] can explain the
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above. Recent studies suggest that the local Jahn–Teller (JT) distortion plays a key role in
these manganites [4, 5]. The DE interaction and JT distortion have been generally accepted to
explain the mechanism of conduction in mixed-valence manganites.
Doping on Mn sites will destroy the Mn3+ –O–Mn4+ DE interaction and bring about
different results from doping on A sites. Therefore, Mn-site doping has been a focus of
study recently and can usually be divided into three categories:
(1) La1−x Ax Mn1−y B y O3 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba and B = Fe [6], Cr [7], Ga [8], Co [9], Al [10]),
with x fixed at 1/3 corresponding to optimal doping (maximal colossal magnetoresistance
(CMR) effect) on the A site;
(2) La1−x Ax Mn1−y B y O3 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba and and B = Cr, Co [11], Cu [12], Fe [13]), with
x fixed at 1/8 or 1/2 corresponding to the charge ordered state;
(3) LaMn1−y B y O3 (B = Ti [14], Cu [15], Cr [16, 17], Fe [18], Co [19, 20], Ga [21], Zn, Li,
Mg, Rh, Ni [22]).
The doped ions on Mn sites not only adjust the Mn3+ /Mn4+ ratio but also, due to the fact that
they may not participate in the DE interaction with Mn3+ /Mn4+ , destroy the DE interaction
between Mn3+ and Mn4+ . The B ions occupying the Mn site directly block the movement
of charge carriers. This is more obvious in heavily doped samples. Upon doping magnetic
3 1 3 0
ions with t2g
eg /t2g eg configuration in the Mn sites, there may exist DE interaction between
3+
4+
Mn /Mn and the magnetic ions. For Cr, Sun et al [16] suggested possible DE interaction
between Cr 3+ and Mn3+ , while Gundakaram et al [17] pointed out that the interaction is of the
SE not DE type. For heavy doping on Mn sites with Cu [12, 15], Cu2+ –O–Cu2+ is formed in
the Mn–O plane and is antiferromagnetically ordered in the FM region. The Cu2+ ions do not
participate in the DE interaction with Mn3+ /Mn4+ .
Doping on Mn sites is often with magnetic ions and the main goal is to investigate the
possible DE and magnetic coupling between the doping ions and the Mn ions. In this paper we
choose non-magnetic Zn2+ ions, which will not introduce a complicated magnetic background.
Due to the small difference in radius between Zn2+ (74 pm) and Mn3+ (72 pm)/Mn4+ (67 pm),
some heavily doped samples would be expected and no structural change would be observed.
The effects of Zn doping on the magnetotransport behaviour would result from other internal
factors rather than structural change. We suggest that the substitution of Zn for Mn will change
the JT distortion, which is induced by the Mn3+ ions neighbouring Zn, and then result in the
PM–FM transition without an IM transition.
2. Experimental details
The samples were prepared by the conventional solid state reaction method with appropriate
amounts of La2 O3 , MnO2 and ZnO as the starting materials. The mixture of these starting
materials was heated in air at 900 ◦ C for 12 h, 1000 ◦ C for 12 h and 1180 ◦ C for 24 h with
intermediate grinding. After the final grinding they were pressed into pellets and sintered at
1200 ◦ C for 24 h.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed with a Japan Rigaku D/ max -γ A rotating powder
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. Figure 1 shows that all the samples are of single phase.
A structural transition from rhombohedral to orthorhombic is observed when the Zn content
exceeds 0.10. The resistivity ρ under zero and 6 T magnetic field was measured by the
standard four-probe method with an Oxford 15 T system. A superconducting coil was used
to produce a steady magnetic field. Magnetization measurements were performed using a
LakeShore vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). After zero-field cooling (ZFC) and 0.01 T
field cooling (FC) down to 5 K, the magnetization data with increase of temperature were
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of LaMn1−x Znx O3 (0.05  x  0.40).

collected in a 0.01 T field. The micromagnetic properties of the samples were investigated by
measurements of electronic spin resonance (ESR) spectra on a Bruker ER200D spectrometer.
The limit of the lowest temperature in the ESR system was 100 K and the frequency of
the microwave used in the measurements was 9.6 GHz. The measurements of infrared (IR)
transmission spectra (Nicolet 700) were carried out at room temperature with powder samples
in which KBr was used as a carrier. Raman scattering spectra were obtained on a Spex Ramalog
6 Raman spectrophotometer using a back-scattering technique.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Magnetism
The magnetization of LaMn1−x Zn x O3 (0.05  x  0.40) under both ZFC and FC was
measured in a 0.01 T magnetic field. Figure 2 shows the dependence of M on temperature (T ).
The Curie temperature TC , defined as the temperature corresponding to the peak of dM/dT
in the M versus T curve, is 210, 150, 110, 60 and 40 K for x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 and
0.40 respectively. Obviously, TC decreases with increasing x. A decrease of TC was also
observed in previous studies of Mn-site substitution by Cr [16], Cu [15] and Fe [18], but it is
more sensitive to Zn doping. The magnetic ions Cr 3+ , Cu2+ and Fe3+ /Fe4+ , on the one hand,
destroy the DE interaction between Mn3+ and Mn4+ , and, on the other hand, introduce possible
DE interaction between Cr 3+ and Mn3+ or SE interaction between Cu2+ ions or SE interaction
between Fe3+ /Fe4+ ions. But non-magnetic Zn2+ ions only destroy DE interaction between
Mn3+ and Mn4+ . Therefore, TC decreases more rapidly for Zn doping. Figure 2 also shows that
the PM–FM transition is gradually broadened as x increases. This is the same as for Cr [16],
Cu [15] and Fe [18] doping. As mentioned above, the previous papers suggested that this is
due to the coupling between the doped ions and the Mn ions or the doped ions themselves.
The complicated ferromagnetic clusters in the systems are formed by a combination of the
ferromagnetic DE interaction and the AFM SE interaction. Zn2+ (d10 ) is not magnetic and is not
able to participate in the DE interaction with Mn ions. Zn2+ doping on Mn sites creates an equal
number of Mn4+ and causes the inhomogeneous distribution of Mn3+ –O–Mn4+ , which results
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of M for LaMn1−x Znx O3 in a 100 Oe magnetic field.

in short-range ferromagnetic Mn3+ –O–Mn4+ clusters. The PM–FM transition temperatures
for clusters of different sizes are different. In figure 2 the broadening of the PM–FM transition
with increasing x represents the collective contribution of all clusters.
For x  0.20, when T < TC , the M under ZFC decreases slowly and the M under
FC increases slowly with decreasing temperature. No clusters form in our samples when
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the ESR signal for LaMn1−x Znx O3 (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20
and 0.30).

x  0.2, which can be seen from two aspects. Firstly the M–T curves under ZFC and under
FC are not very different, and the M under ZFC changes little with decreasing temperature
at T < TC . Secondly the PM–FM transitions in the M–T curves are very sharp. The results
of micromagnetic characterization obtained by ESR measurement are shown in figure 3. The
typical paramagnetic resonance lines (PL) with a g-factor of approximately 2 were observed
in the temperature range T  220, 160, 130 K, for x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20 respectively, which
corresponds to the onset temperature of the PM–FM transition in M–T (figures 2(a)–(c)).
Below these temperatures, PL in the three samples disappear quickly and ferromagnetic
resonance lines (FL) with g > 2 appear. These FL shift to lower field with decreasing
temperature. The results of M–T and ESR show the normal PM–FM transition for x  0.20.
While for x  0.30, the M–T curves under FC are quite different from the ZFC ones and
the ‘λ’ transition was observed, which is characteristic of cluster glass. The ESR spectra of
x = 0.30 have good PL within the measured temperature range. The reason for this is that the
lowest temperature (100 K) of our ESR system is higher than TConset (84 K) in the M–T curves
of figure 2(e).
In summary, microscopic and macroscopic measurements agree well with each other. For
x  0.20 the PM–FM transition is sharp, and for x  0.30 the Zn2+ doping divides the systems
into ferromagnetic clusters.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of resistivity in zero magnetic field and 6 T magnetic field
for LaMn1−x Znx O3 . The inset shows temperature dependence of resistivity for x = 0.05 in zero
magnetic field and 6 T magnetic field.

3.2. Transport properties
Figure 4 shows the resistivity ρ versus temperature under zero field and 6 T field for the samples
LaMn1−x Zn x O3 (0.05  x  0.40). For x = 0.05, there is an IM transition bump near TC
in the ρ–T curve under zero field and the resistivity increases rapidly with cooling after the
IM transition. This is also observed in La2/3 Ca1/3 Mn0.9 Fe0.1 O3 [23]. The IM transition bump
disappears and the ρ–T curve exhibits an insulating behaviour under a 6 T field. For x  0.10,
both under a zero field and a 6 T field, the samples are of insulating behaviour and no IM
transition was observed.
It is very common that there is a PM–FM transition but no IM transition in Mn-site doping
samples. Many models [24–27] have been used to explain this kind of resistivity behaviour,
such as the adiabatic polaron hopping model ρ ∼ T exp(T0 /T ), the semiconducting model
ρ ∼ exp(T0 /T ), the variable range hopping model (VRH) ρ ∼ exp(T0 /T )1/4 and VRH of
polaron ρ ∼ T exp(T0 /T + (T0 /T )1/4 ). The insulating conductivity in the PM region has
been studied in many papers. It is fitted well by the models mentioned above. In the FM
region, it is generally considered that the charge carriers have to hop over the potential barrier
caused by the ions substituting for Mn. Therefore, the conductivity is dominated by the VRH
model. Alternatively, due to the formation of ferromagnetic clusters, the eg carrier has to
overcome the barrier between clusters. The conductivity is metallic within the cluster and is
insulating between the clusters. The conductivity between clusters determines the macroscopic
resistivity. Therefore insulating behaviour was observed.
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However, as interpreted above by micromagnetism and macromagnetism measurements,
no clusters form in our samples when x  0.20. But the ρ–T curve still shows semiconductorlike characteristics in the FM region. Obviously this is not due to the eg hopping between
clusters. We hope to explain the insulating conductivity in the entire temperature range
including the FM region. Because polarons are hard to form in an FM background, we choose
the semiconducting model and the VRH model rather than the small polaron model to fit the
ρ–T curve.
The ρ–T curves are fitted by the semiconducting model and the VRH model in figures 5(a)
and (b), respectively. Surprisingly, they are fitted better by the semiconducting model than
by the VRH model. In previous studies of Mn-site doping, the VRH model has described
the resistivity well. For example, the resistivity is fitted and explained well by VRH at
high temperature for La2/3 Ca1/3 Mn0.9 Fe0.1 O3 [23]. In figure 5(a) it is interesting that the
relations ln ρ–1/T are linear not only for all the samples when T > TC but also for x  0.2
when T < TC . But the slopes of the two sets of lines for T < TC and T > TC are
different and the temperature connecting the two lines agrees well with TC for x = 0.10
and 0.20. The temperature range (0.048–0.01 of 1/T ) corresponds to the IM transition range
for x = 0.05.
As discussed above, the transport properties in LaMn1−x Zn x O3 are described well by a
thermal activation model, which implies that an energy gap is introduced for the eg carrier.
As we know, the hopping of the eg carrier between Mn3+ and Mn4+ in CMR materials has an
equal energy state in the framework of the DE interaction with JT distortion. In our samples
the eg electron has to overcome an energy gap. In figure 5(a) we can see that the ln ρ–1/T
curves are approximately parallel when T > TC , which indicates that the energy gaps for
eg carrier hopping are the same. We suggest that the MnO6 octahedron is contorted by zinc
doping and this contortion will influence the JT distortion induced by the Mn3+ neighbouring
the Zn. The eg carrier has to overcome the energy gap caused by the difference between the
JT distortions induced by the Mn3+ in the non-contorted MnO6 octahedron and the contorted
one. This can explain why the resistivity of LaMn1−x Znx O3 (x = 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30,
0.40) obeys the semiconducting model in the PM region. When T < TC , the JT distortion
disappears. However, the energy level of the eg orbital in a contorted MnO6 octahedron still
differs from that in a non-contorted MnO6 octahedron, and so the ρ–T relation still obeys the
semiconducting model, not the metallic model. To confirm our ideas, we studied the IR spectra
and the Raman spectra.
For the ABO3 structure, IR and Raman absorption comes from the collective vibration
mode of MnO6 . The six typical vibration modes can be obtained from the equation
H  = E [28]. Among the six modes, ν3 and ν4 are IR activated. These two vibration
modes appear in the IR spectra of figure 6(a). With increasing x, ν3 , which corresponds to the
stretching vibration mode in the vertical plane, does not change, while ν4 , which corresponds
to the bending vibration mode in the horizontal plane, is strengthened and shifts to slightly
higher wavenumbers. The result implies that the MnO6 octahedrons neighbouring the Zn are
contorted in the horizontal plane. At the same time the Raman spectra were measured and are
shown in figure 6(b). The absorption peaks appear not only around 500 cm−1 but also around
615 cm−1 , which correspond to the Ag (JT mode) and Bg (breathing mode) respectively [29, 30].
They correspond to vibration in the horizontal plane. With increasing x, the wavenumbers of
the two peaks do not change but the strength increases. The occurrence and the strengthening
of the two peaks with increasing x also indicate that the MnO6 octahedrons are contorted
in the horizontal plane. The Raman spectra results agree with those of the IR spectra. The
contortion will influence the JT distortion induced by Mn3+ . The JT distortion in the contorted
MnO6 octahedron is different from that in the non-contorted one. Due to the difference in
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Figure 5. (a) ln(ρ) is plotted against inverse temperature for LaMn1−x Znx O3 . (b) ln(ρ) is plotted
against T (−1/4) for LaMn1−x Znx O3 .

JT distortions of Mn3+ , the energy gap for the eg carrier is introduced and semiconductor-like
behaviour occurs.
Now we return to discuss the fitting curves in figure 5(a). With increasing x, the number
of contorted MnO6 octahedrons increases. However, the likelihood that any contorted MnO6
octahedron leads to JT distortion is the same. The energy gap keeps constant as x increases.
So the slope coefficients of ρ–T above TC are approximately the same. Also, as mentioned
in [31, 32], the ordered arrangement of the magnetic moments of Mn ions in the FM region
releases the internal pressure. Therefore the contortion of the MnO6 octahedral structure
disappears. As the content of doped Zn increases, the degree of the ordered arrangement of
the magnetic moments of Mn ions is weakened and the contortion of the MnO6 octahedron is
strengthened. So the eg levels for different samples are different and the slope coefficients at
T < TC are different.
In figure 7 we depict the dependence of MR on temperature for x = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20,
where MR is defined as MR = [ρ(0) − ρ(H )]/ρ(H ). The MR peak around TC is broadened.
This may be due to ferromagnetic clusters in the samples. The MR effect is greater than that
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Figure 6. (a) IR phonon spectra of LaMn1−x Znx O3 compounds at room temperature. (b) Raman
spectra of LaMn1−x Znx O3 compounds at room temperature.

of the other Mn-site doped manganites, such as Cu [15], Fe [18] and Cr [16] systems. For
x = 0.05, the MR is up to 270% around TC .
4. Conclusion
The magnetism and magnetotransport properties of doped LaMn1−x Znx O3 (0  x  0.40)
perovskite were studied. All samples exhibit insulating behaviour under zero field and 6 T
field (except for x = 0.05, the IM transition trend occurs near TC under zero field), but there
is a PM–FM transition and MR effect near TC . Strangely, we found that the ρ–T relation
is fitted better by the semiconducting model than by the VRH model. It is more interesting
that the relation ln ρ–1/T is linear not only for all the samples when T > TC but also for
x  0.2 when T < TC . It is just TC that separates the ln ρ–1/T curve into two sets of
lines. We suggest that the MnO6 octahedron is contorted by zinc doping and this contortion
will influence the JT distortion of Mn3+ neighbouring Zn. The eg carrier has to overcome
the energy gap, which is caused by the difference between the JT distortions induced by the
Mn3+ in the non-contorted MnO6 octahedron and the contorted one. When T < TC , the JT
distortion disappears. However, the eg level in contorted MnO6 octahedron still differs from
that in non-contorted MnO6 octahedrons and the ρ–T relation still obeys the semiconducting
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Figure 7. Temperature dependence of magnetoresistance for LaMn1−x Znx O3 samples (x = 0.05,
0.10 and 0.20) in a 6 T magnetic field.

model and not the metallic one in the FM region. The IR and Raman spectra confirmed out
ideas.
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